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Executive Summary 
The productivity of the printing industry in terms of real sales per employee has been 
growing at an annualized rate of 1.9% for more than a decade. The National Association 
for Printing Leadership (NAPL) reports that the industry is lagging when compared 
to the average productivity growth of 4% from the non-durable manufacturing indus-
tries (2004). Many possible reasons for this lag are presented, but the main causes are 
the inefficiencies of the print production system when analyzed as a whole. Technology 
within the printing industry has improved dramatically; however, its implementation 
usually delivers localized improvements with marginal effects on the whole system. 
Printers are too focused on the productivity of specific equipment and not enough on 
the overall throughput of the system. 
To address this issue, a computer simulation model of a generic print production work-
flow using system dynamics was developed. The use of simple tools known as stocks and 
flows, in conjunction with information feedbacks, resulted in a complete representation 
of the complexity of the system. Through multiple iterations and interaction with the 
model, opportunities for productivity improvement of individual print companies can 
be identified. 
Additionally, the model acts as a learning tool for testing mental models and for 
improving the understanding of the print production system. The model was used to 
simulate five scenarios: status quo, aggressive sales, press productivity improvement, 
shrinking order size, and synergy. The synergy scenario achieved the best overall results 
when compared to the status quo scenario. Under this scenario, the throughput of the 
whole system increased by 47% during the simulation, considering both fixed capital 
and labor resources. Therefore, through correct policy design and implementation, real 
productivity gains for the whole system can be achieved. 
Executive Summary
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Chapter One – Introduction
At the present time, any major manufacturing industry faces the constant challenge of 
producing faster, cheaper, and better. As the world’s economy moves towards global-
ization and manufacturing facilities are created worldwide, there is a strong need for 
high productivity in order to stay competitive. The printing industry is facing all these 
challenges, but is not showing the improvements necessary. Any company that is able 
to produce high-quality goods at lower costs will eventually lead the market. This is 
evidenced when the productivity of the printing industry is evaluated. Improvements on 
an annualized basis are considerably lower, and the printing industry falls well behind 
when compared with other industries. 
Figure 1 shows the productivity of the printing industry compared to the aver-
age productivity of non-durable manufacturing industries. While the overall annual 
productivity increase is 4%, the printing industry lags behind with an increase of 
only 1.9% (NAPL, 2004). Obtaining the underlying reasons for this situation requires 
complex questioning, but these are questions that should be asked. If the industry as 
a whole is not productive enough, it is not a problem for the individual print shop. 
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Figure 1. Productivity growth of the printing industry (NAPL, 2004, p. 44)
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Instead, it is a huge opportunity for any shop that is able to break away from the group 
and capture a substantial share of the market.
Instead of starting with reasons behind the productivity issue, a more significant 
approach is to describe the specific differences that make the printing industry such a 
diverse, complex, and dynamic industry. 
The first difference is the wide diversity of printed products. Print is ubiquitous; printed 
products are found in many locations and modes of use around the world. This wide 
availability is one of the reasons why many small printing shops exist. Small firms 
usually do not exist in other traditional manufacturing industries, where the rule is 
consolidation and market control by oligopolies. 
However, the printing industry is also a mass production industry. This presents the first 
complexity: mass production and product diversity do not mix well. The printing indus-
try is essentially a make-to-order production system with custom products. This makes 
most productivity improvements more difficult to implement. 
Manufacturing industries are classified as either labor-intensive or capital-intensive. The 
printing industry can be classified as both, presenting the second complexity. Printing 
by itself is very capital-intensive; while downstream finishing and postpress activities are 
typically labor-intensive, creating this anomalous situation. The printing industry is also 
known as a secondary industry, since the printed product is not always the main prod-
uct being sold. For example, in packaging, the main product is the product the printed 
product encases. In other instances, the main product is information.
Lastly, there are almost as many workflows and business models as there are printing 
companies, presenting the third and final complexity. Thousands of different combina-
tions of equipment and resources can be found, but no single one provides the only solu-
tion. A print shop’s configuration and business model depend on many factors. Among 
them are product specialization, target market, labor costs, and experience. In summary, 
the printing industry is one of the most complex and diverse industries. This complexity 
creates many opportunities for improvement and better decision-making.
The high complexity of a print shop production system leads to difficulties that may 
be the fundamental cause of the low productivity rates. First, the higher the complex-
ity of the system, the more likely managers’ decisions are to be errant. Most decisions 
and policies in a printing company are based on mental models and non-interrelated 
data. These decisions are usually not optimal and take a long time to improve through 
trial-and-error and experience. As technology evolves, experience is no longer as useful, 
and errors in the decision-making process may happen again. If an open discussion is 
held among printing managers on the “ideal print shop,” many different and conflict-
ing concepts arise. For example, some managers blame the problems on labor costs and 
overcapacity, while others blame the production volumes or the economy in general. 
Some focus on press speeds and latest technologies, while others mention specialization 
Chapter One – Introduction
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on specific market niches. The reality is that the dynamics of print are highly complex 
and poorly understood; therefore, mental models by themselves usually fail. 
The specific problem addressed in this monograph is the low productivity of the print-
ing industry in general. When searching for the root cause of the problem, one finds a 
common scenario after visiting several print shops. The processes needed for produc-
ing a printed product are usually disconnected or not aligned. The main focus is on the 
efficiencies of specific equipment as opposed to the efficiency of the system as a whole. 
Additionally, the production system is very rigid, and does not allow for fluctuations 
in customer demand. A close observation of the production process reveals that some 
machines are producing at levels close to their top speed, while others are idle for large 
portions of the day. Materials do not flow well, and data on how fast a process needs to 
work according to customer demand is a rare finding. Lastly, too much waste, or muda 
(Womack & Jones, 2003), is observed in the system when it is analyzed.
The challenge is therefore to improve the print production system. Influencing poli-
cies and mental models is a key factor of success, as is increasing the productivity of the 
system, lowering lead times, and creating standardized ‘best practices’ for use through-
out the system. 
Chapter Two – Theoretical Basis
This monograph relies extensively on the field of system dynamics. The following 
section provides a brief overview of this field and a description of its main tools.
System Dynamics and Systems Thinking Definitions
System dynamics is a very young field, introduced in the early 1960s by Jay Forrester in 
his book Industrial Dynamics (1961). Prior to the advent of computers, solving analyti-
cally even the simplest of models was an immense challenge. This limited the use of 
system dynamics to conceptual diagrams of systems. Today, with the use of computers, 
any model—no matter how complex—can be successfully run, generating results and 
immediate feedback. The field of system dynamics is still growing, but it is becoming 
well-known for its powerful approach to complex systems. 
John D. Sterman defines system dynamics as follows: “System dynamics is a perspective 
and set of conceptual tools that enable us to understand the structure and dynamics of 
complex systems. System dynamics is also a rigorous modeling method that enables us 
to build formal computer simulations of complex systems and use them to design more 
effective policies and organizations” (2000, p. vii). This definition clearly indicates the 
main strengths of this field, namely, enabling the understanding of complex systems and 
allowing the creation of computer simulations (micro-worlds) where individuals and 
organizations can experiment and learn at a lower cost than in real life.
Chapter One – Introduction
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In Managing from Clarity, Ritchie-Dunhan and Rabbino provide another perspec-
tive: “Systems thinking is about seeing, understanding, and working with ‘the whole.’ 
It focuses more on the relationships that link the parts of the whole than on the parts 
themselves” (2001, p. 5). The importance of this concept for improving productivity is 
the need to understand the productivity of the whole production system as opposed to 
the productivity of isolated processes or equipment.
Tools for System Dynamics and Systems Thinking
System dynamics is based on the feedback loop structure of systems and also on the 
behavior of variables known as stocks and flows. Therefore, the modeling process uses 
two main tools—causal loop diagrams and stock and flow diagrams—accompanied by 
time delays.
Causal Loop Diagrams
Complex systems are characterized by having feedback loop structures, meaning that 
the system contains variables that affect other variables in recurrent motions as part 
of a sequence of events. One example is the hen-and-egg relationship. As the number 
of hens increase, the number of eggs increase; and, as the number of eggs increase, the 
number of hens also increases. These two variables, when modeled, have a reinforcing 
loop structure between them. The relation is exponential (Sterman, 2000). These types 
of variables have causal relationships and are very common in systems. However, causa-
tion is different from correlation. Hens and eggs probably have very good correlation, 
but their real relationship is causal: hens hatch eggs, and eggs represent the initial stage 
of a hen.
Causal loop diagrams are excellent tools at the start of the modeling process. They 
quickly capture different hypotheses about the dynamics of a system and show interrela-
tion among variables. They are also very important when capturing the mental models 
of different individuals or teams (Sterman, 2000). Their main job is to aggregate local 
ideas through feedback loops that create the initial diagram of the system. However, 
causal loop diagrams lack the mathematical foundation needed to create computer-
simulated systems.
Chapter Two – Theoretical Basis
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Figure 2 shows an example of a causal loop diagram of a production system. The differ-
ent variables are connected through causal links with positive or negative polarity. The 
polarity indicates the way the effect variable changes as the cause variable changes. 
Hens and eggs have a positive polarity: as one increases, the other also increases. When 
causal links are closed in a circular fashion, a feedback loop is created. Feedback loops 
can be reinforcing (represented by the R with a circular arrow), meaning they expand 
the behavior each revolution. Feedback loops can also be balancing (represented by the 
B with a circular arrow), meaning they decrease the behavior each revolution toward a 
goal or equilibrium. Lastly, feedback loops usually contain time delays that are respon-
sible for the common non-linear behavior of complex systems (Sterman, 2000).
Stocks and Flows
The biggest limitation of the causal loop diagrams is their inability to capture the 
flow and stock structure of systems (Sterman, 2000). Stock and flow structures are 
key elements of dynamic systems. Stocks are variables that accumulate. Therefore, 
stocks characterize the state of the system at any given time and provide the informa-
tion needed for decisions. Stocks also contain the history of previous events (Sterman, 
2000). Flows represent rates or amount per unit of time. Inflows and outflows affect the 
levels of stocks. Stocks may only change due to the net difference between inflows and 
outflows at a given time. 
The best way to understand stocks and flows is with the bathtub-and-pipe analogy. 
Chapter Two – Theoretical Basis
Figure 2. Causal loop diagram of a production system
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A bathtub is a stock; it accumulates water. Meanwhile, the bathtub has an inflow of 
water through a pipe controlled with a valve and an outflow of water, which usually is a 
constant. If the inflow is greater than the outflow, then the level of the bathtub increases, 
and vice versa. The stock and flow structure, in conjunction with some information 
feedbacks, are everything needed to create and simulate even the most complex systems 
of the world. Lastly, the stock and flow structure has a mathematical representation 
through integral and differential equations. This is essential, since the state of a system 
represented mathematically can be estimated at any given time by a computer.
Figure 3 shows an example of a stock and flow diagram of the print production system. 
The top structure represents the inflow of orders, their accumulation through a back-
log, and their final exit once the product is shipped. The order backlog activates two 
other flows: the paper flow and the plates flow. Plates are processed according to the 
specific needs of each order. They accumulate in the processed plates inventory, are used 
Chapter Two – Theoretical Basis
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Figure 3. Stock and flow representation of the print production system
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for printing, and are disposed of. With the plates and the order information, the press 
activates itself. It takes paper from the inventory, applies ink, and sends it to postpress. 
Postpress then converts the paper into the final printed product. Orders are shipped 
from the finished product inventory, and the whole cycle starts again. 
Delays
Dynamic systems are affected by information and material delays. Delays are criti-
cal components of any model, and their effect needs to be captured when creating and 
running the simulation. A delay is a process whose output lags behind its input in some 
fashion (Sterman, 2000). In real life, we see the effects of delays in the decision-making 
process. It takes time to collect the information needed to make a decision. It takes 
time to make the decision. It takes time to fully implement the decision. It takes time to 
finally see the effects of a decision.
Delays are responsible for the oscillation and non-linear behavior presented by many 
systems. An example related to the printing industry can better describe the impact of 
a delay. When a company is fully booked, the lead time starts to expand, and customer 
satisfaction decreases. Usually, at this moment the need for additional equipment is 
quickly evaluated, and the decision is made. However, there are significant delays from 
the date of the purchase to the final receipt and installation of the new equipment. There 
is an additional delay related to learning how to use the new equipment. Finally, when 
the added capacity is prepared, the problem that originated the decision is likely gone. 
At this stage, the added capacity is ready, but the demand is not present. The pressure 
then goes back to the sales team. These types of dynamics generate significant oscilla-
tions in complex systems.
For the purpose of the model, the delay function is defined as:
DELAY(<input>, <delay duration>, <initial>) 
 Where:  The <input> is the value or variable that is going to be delayed. 
  The <delay duration> is a fixed or variable lag time that the input  
  variable will be delayed. 
  The <initial> value (optional) is the value of the input before the first  
  delay duration. 
The software available for system dynamics are bundled with tools to create models 
using stocks, flows, and information feedbacks. Therefore, once the conceptual model is 
defined, structuring the computer simulation is straightforward. Additionally, the soft-
ware includes graphical aids to better interact with the model. A popular approach is to 
build control panels. These are used by the person(s) experienced with the model to try 
different strategies and get immediate graphical feedback on the results.
Chapter Two – Theoretical Basis
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Chapter Three – Literature Review
The intense competition within the printing industry makes productivity a topic of 
high interest. There are many ways to look at productivity, both in general terms and 
in specific terms related to the printing industry. The following sections provide differ-
ent opinions, points of view, successful and unsuccessful tools, common languages, and 
new initiatives that have direct or indirect impacts on productivity.  Print production 
systems, workflows, and current modeling efforts related to the printing industry are 
also presented.
Productivity in General Terms
The productivity and reliability of a printing system are key factors of success; however, 
evaluating and understanding productivity is a complex process (Kipphan, 2001). The 
first question is how to measure productivity. From the economic point of view, the 
productivity of non-durable manufacturing industries is measured as annualized real 
sales per employee (NAPL, 2004). This metric is very useful at the industry level. It 
enables comparisons between printing firms, and it also enables comparisons among 
industries. For a single company, it is rather challenging to see productivity as merely 
sales per employee. Using that view, managers will tend to fire many people or create 
lofty promotions to boost their sales. Obviously, none of these approaches is sustainable 
in the long run. 
From a more basic perspective, Millet and Rosenberg (1992) characterize productivity 
as the relation of throughput (saleable output per unit of time) given a set of resources 
(labor and capital). If a printing company is able to produce higher output with a fixed 
set of resources (although in reality they change very slowly), then that company is 
more productive. In a short time frame, a higher throughput can be directly related 
to a higher level of productivity. Throughput can grow infinitely, but once it exceeds 
customer demand, the additional throughput becomes inventory.  
Not many printers realize that they only need to meet the rate of demand. This is the 
underlying reason why, many times, they exceed in capital investments precisely in 
the wrong areas of the system. Lean manufacturing uses the term takt time to refer to 
demand frequency (Dennis, 2002). The goal of any lean production system is to bring 
the cycle time (real production frequency) as close to the takt time as possible (Imai, 
1997). Consequently, the purpose of a productivity improvement program should be 
to increase the throughput of the system until it is very close to the rate of demand and 
sustain it at this level. This sounds easier than it is in reality, especially when considering 
the fact that customer demand is far from constant.
As discussed previously, productivity growth in the printing industry is very low. 
Multiple factors, explanations, and opinions for this problem have been collected from 
several sources. One of the first comments found is that we need good equipment, 
good operators, and good management. This sounds true; however, it is not as excit-
Chapter Three – Literature Review
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ing or easy to implement as are other schemes (O’Brien, 2000). Maintenance is also part 
of the equation; it is believed to be “the first and foremost contributor to productivity” 
(O’Brien, 2000, p. 8). 
Another popular view of the productivity issue is in relation to training and automation. 
In terms of training, two concepts arise: a) having technology without knowing how to 
use it is useless, and b) using technology without leveraging it in the most productive 
way is ineffective (Kelly, 2002). There seem to be large time delays between the devel-
opment of new technology and its proper implementation and use. Most agree that the 
problem is not the lack of new technology. The problem is assuming that technology by 
itself is enough (NAPL, 2004). 
Automation is also part of the same vicious cycle. Automation should be implemented 
where it makes sense to the business and where workers will be properly trained to 
fully exploit the advantages (Hoover, 2000). Many times it is not. Another explanation 
is overcapacity and its imminent effect: price wars (Millet & Rosenberg 1992). It seems 
that these two related situations have eroded the sales part of the equation, and that 
firings have kept pace to maintain productivity. This is a dangerous perspective. Instead, 
what might be happening is the consolidation of the industry among the bigger, more 
productive players (Roth, 2004). 
Also, there are many explanations related to internal situations of print production. 
Productivity is believed to depend on the printing speed, make-ready, and utilization 
rate of the equipment (Kipphan, 2001). The idea that everything will be fixed if presses 
run faster and have shorter make-readies is widespread. Most improvements from the 
vendor side are in the areas of faster presses and automated make-ready, including 
material handling and closed-loop controls (Bauer, 2005). Many times, the full capaci-
ties of the equipment are not used, and the automated make-ready becomes a missed 
opportunity (Peacock, 2004). Additionally, with faster make-readies come the problems 
of extremely short runs and shorter lead-times (Bellander, 1998). Today’s poor efficien-
cies are commonly blamed for these two situations, which represent the new demands 
of print buyers.  
Another reason for the productivity issue is the presence of waste in all its forms within 
the production floor.  Examples are piles of paper in different production stages, poor 
flow, downtime, disorganization, poor planning and constant urgencies, excessive 
employee movement and talking, defective product, and et cetera. Some state that it is 
not an issue of overcapacity; it is really under-utilized capacity (Dickenson, 2003). In 
some plants, the press operator has to collect many of the elements that make a job. This 
is clearly time wasted, as it could be better spent on printing (Hoover, 2000). Others run 
their new and extremely fast presses too slowly—as slow as 50% of the vendor-rated 
speed (Hoover, 2000). Non-value-added activities comprise most of the day-to-day 
activities in any print plant, and these can easily account for as much as 90% of produc-
tion time. The opportunity for improvement is hidden in these non-value-added activi-
ties, while companies usually focus on streamlining the 10% of value-added activities 
Chapter Three – Literature Review
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with marginal success (Womack & Jones, 2003). There are probably many more condi-
tions and situations that could be discussed. However, all of the concepts presented 
represent an overview of the various mental models dealing with productivity. It is 
important to note that some of these models contradict or reinforce each other, and that 
there is a need for a common starting point as well.
Tools for Productivity Improvement
Multiple tools and techniques exist to assist printers with the improvement of their 
plants and production.  Most of these tools promise a productivity boost as part of their 
advertising and sales strategies. However, many times the productivity gains are not 
achieved. One reason might be the tool itself, but, many times, the problem is that the 
tool was not designed with the system in mind, or that the system was not adjusted to 
the tool. Most of the tools, if used properly, can provide great results. The most popular 
tools are presented here briefly.
The tools may be divided in two major groups: high-tech and organizational. Among 
the high-tech tools are those related to innovations and new technologies, as well as 
those based on robust hardware and software. PDF and JDF (with all their relatives: 
MIS, CIM, CIP4, XML and XSL) are the tools with the greatest advances today. When 
considering PDF in terms of productivity, it provides a standardized file format for 
interchanging image, graphic, and text content between design and production (Cost 
& Daly, 2003). It has become the industry standard, and will probably continue to 
gain ground as time goes on. By streamlining the exchange of graphical information 
and standardizing a file format for doing so, PDF has achieved great success and will 
continue to bring productivity improvements in the creative and prepress processes. 
JDF is much newer and is intended to be the electronic job ticket (Cost & Daly, 2003). 
As the job ticket, it is related to all the production equipment and processes—a tough 
task indeed. JDF seems to have all the characteristics for success: it is complete enough, 
well designed, and flexible; is supported by major vendors; and has reached the critical 
mass of interest (“JDF: An ambitious”, 2005). However, its real implementation has been 
slower and less successful than expected. JDF is not recommended for a production 
system that is unproductive and disorganized, as, even with the implementation of JDF, 
it is very likely that such as system will continue to be unproductive and disorganized. 
JDF will only streamline some key areas of productivity among the system, namely, 
information exchange and automatic setup of equipment. 
RR Donnelley is building a pilot JDF program in its Ohio site. They state that it is not 
an investment in technology and automation by itself; they are trying to achieve higher 
productivity and a lower unit cost of production (Ward, 2004). Their main objectives 
include: 
Error reduction,•	
Turnaround reduction,•	
Chapter Three – Literature Review
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Increased throughput with reduced headcount,•	
Better use of equipment, and•	
The development of an integrated and predictable workflow (Ward, 2004). •	
RR Donnelley must be thinking more broadly than just JDF to accomplish all of these 
objectives—they must think of their Ohio plant as an entire system to be successful. 
One other perspective indicates that the only way to make the digital puzzle truly effi-
cient and productive (without wasting money, time, and effort) is through  collaboration 
across the production workflow. JDF and XML provide a common language that can 
literally connect all points of the workflow (Kasdorf, 2003).
Among the organizational tools, the most commonly used are ISO9000, Six Sigma, 
Theory of Constraints (TOC), and Lean Manufacturing. Individually, these tools are 
bundles of specific tools that target different areas of the organization in an attempt to 
achieve overall improvement and synergy. These organizational tools are interconnected 
and share similar objectives; therefore, most people have trouble distinguishing the 
differences among them. Additionally, many companies implement several of them at 
the same time in a search for synergy, hoping to find that lucky element that fixes all of 
their problems, and thereby causing even more confusion. 
In terms of productivity, the goal of ISO9000 is to comply with customer requirements. 
It focuses on the reduction and elimination of non-conforming products and processes. 
Six Sigma is focused on defects and variation. Its approach is to reduce variation in 
order to reduce defects, which will therefore increase productivity. 
TOC focuses on bottlenecks. The concept is to set the bottleneck as the heartbeat of 
production. All other processes must then work at that rhythm. This guarantees that the 
production system will produce at its maximum capacity as dictated by the bottleneck. 
The last tool is Lean Manufacturing. Its goal is to eliminate waste throughout the whole 
system. In lean terms, waste is very broad and includes all types of activities and materi-
als that do not add value to the product in relation to the final customer. 
All these tools have a common scheme: they nurture and promote continuous improve-
ment. However, Lean Manufacturing is probably the most systemic and productivity-
centered approach of them all, and is worth further analysis. 
Lean Manufacturing has its own lexicon of Japanese words. The first is muda, which 
means waste or any human activity that absorbs resources, but creates no value to the 
customer (Womack & Jones, 2003). The founder of Toyota Production Systems, Taiichi 
Ohno, defined these seven main types of muda in manufacturing (Dennis, 2002):
Chapter Three – Literature Review
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Motion: 1. unnecessary movement of people.
Waiting: 2. by an upstream activity or by people for equipment to finish their 
work.
Conveyance: 3. unnecessary transport of goods.
Correction: 4. making and having to fix defective products.
Overprocessing: 5. a subtle form of muda related to doing more than what the 
customer requires.
Inventory: 6. keeping of unnecessary raw materials, parts and work in progress.
Overproduction: 7. making products that do not sell. Overproduction is known as 
the root cause of all manufacturing evil.
To better understand muda in terms of printing, let us use some examples. A press 
operator looking for the production manager because the instructions are not clear is 
an example of “motion.” The prepress operator asking for a font or a file from the ad 
agency is an example of “waiting.” Transporting finished goods back to the warehouse 
for accounting purposes is an example of “conveyance.” Remaking a plate because it 
has a misspelling is an example of “correction.” Overadjusting the color of a print, or 
processing images in RAW format without the customer asking for it (or noticing it), are 
examples of “overprocessing.” Piles of paper, ink, work in progress, and finished goods 
are all clear examples of “inventory.” Lastly, printing books according to projected sales 
and forecasts is an example of “overproduction.” As can be seen from these examples, 
the printing industry and its day-to-day activities are plagued with muda. It sounds 
dramatic, but it is a real problem. The good news is that there is an antidote to muda: 
“lean thinking” (Womack & Jones, 2003).
Lean thinking (and, therefore, lean manufacturing) is based on five straightforward and 
easy-to-understand principles. These principles rule all the decisions in the produc-
tion system. Used together, they strive to create a production process as free of muda as 
possible. 
“Value” is the first principle. It is the key starting point, and can only be specified by the 
final customer or in terms of the final customer. Value is defined as a product (good or 
service) that meets the customer’s needs at a specified price and specific time (Womack 
& Jones, 2003). One additional requirement is that the customer must be capable of 
paying for the product. Once value is defined, muda is consequently defined as anything 
that does not contribute to that value. In a printed product, value can be described as 
the permanent structures (ink, shape, etc.) applied to the substrate with the purpose of 
visualizing information (Kipphan, 2001). Value is mostly contained in the printed prod-
uct; consequently, all activities that do not participate in any part of the physical trans-
formation from raw material into finished product are muda. 
The second principle is identifying the “value stream.” The value stream is the set of all 
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actions required from order entry through manufacturing and delivery (Womack & 
Jones, 2003). The value stream is divided into three segments: actions that create value, 
actions that create no value but are unavoidable under current technology (muda type 
I), and extra actions that create no value and can be eliminated (muda type II) (Womack 
& Jones, 2003). Lean eliminates all muda type II actions and focuses on reducing all 
muda type I actions. 
The third principle is “flow.” Its purpose is to align closely together all the remaining 
value-adding steps in order to make the product flow as simply and quickly as possible. 
The fourth principle is “pull.” In its simplest form, it means that downstream steps will 
pull the product as needed from upstream steps, guaranteeing no overproduction. 
The fifth and last principle is “perfection,” which suggests that the first four principles 
interact with each other in a continuous improvement circle, always thriving for perfec-
tion (Womack & Jones, 2003). 
There are two more words in the lean lexicon that are related to the current printing 
reality: mura and muri. Mura refers to the unevenness or fluctuation in work, usually 
caused by fluctuating production plans (Dennis, 2002). A consequence of mura is unre-
liable delivery, which is known as one of the top reasons why print buyers drop printers 
(Merit, 1992). Dealing with this problem is rather difficult, considering that customer 
behavior tends to be unpredictable, and subsequent planning difficulties occur when 
printers deal with urgent and non-urgent orders in parallel (Olson, 1998). 
Muri means that something is hard to do, due to factors like poor design, specifica-
tions, parts, tools, etc. (Dennis, 2002). Historically, printing has been considered a tough 
and difficult job. One cautionary view of the future is that, since new technologies are 
making printing easier than ever, no muri will be left for the craftsmen. 
Print Production System and Workflow
“Workflow” has become a popular term in the graphic arts. However, its definition is 
rather vague and includes all kinds of functions (Poyssick & Hannaford, 1996). It has 
evolved into the concept of a system built of the activities related to prepress and how 
prepress is setup and organized. “Flow” is part of the word workflow, indicating that one 
of the objectives of a workflow is to actually make the work flow. This is clearly aligned 
with the third lean principle. Additionally, prepress is the process in the printing indus-
try that has likely advanced the most in the last decade, becoming completely digital 
and, for the most part, automated. 
For the purpose of modeling the whole print production system, it is wise to broaden 
the definition of workflow to include all the steps necessary to get a job in the door, 
produce it, and ship it (Gehman, 2003). In this way, workflow is closely related to 
throughput capacity, and success will depend on how we design, analyze, and manage it 
(Poyssick & Hannaford, 1996).  
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A workflow is made of materials and information flow (Bellander, 1998). System 
dynamic models are made of the stock and flow of materials and information feed-
backs. It is not a coincidence that, when people talk about their workflow, they are 
talking of how their production system is designed to perform certain activities in the 
most efficient ways. In the real world, workflows can fail for a myriad of reasons. A 
common problem is that workflows are designed in very rigid formats, without consid-
ering rework or product mix (Poyssick & Hannaford, 1996). Other problems include 
workflows of a high complexity or large size that are designed to account for all possi-
ble variations, but no one really understands them (Poyssick & Hannaford, 1996). The 
flaws common to workflows may also affect the modeling process. Caution during the 
creation of the model is needed, since the model will actually simulate a print workflow. 
One last concept related to flow is known as Little’s Law. It states that the inventory 
of units within the boundaries of a process is equal to the throughput rate multiplied 
by the flow time, which is the time spent within the process boundaries (Anupindi, 
Chopra, Deshmukh, Van Mieghem & Zemel, 1999). This law is useful when determin-
ing the best way to model a process, either by defining the process as a stock or as a 
flow. Workflows can be improved in many ways. The most common ways are improv-
ing logistics, increasing flexibility, decreasing variability, and eliminating processing cost 
(Anupindi et al., 1999). 
Workflow under this context can also be understood as the print production system. 
Workflows come in multiple shapes, ‘flavors,’ and levels of detail. This presents a huge 
problem when trying to model the print production system. There are no clear agree-
ments on the way a print product should be manufactured; this condition is illustrated 
by the size and diversity of the industry. In any event, modeling is an abstract activity 
and, as such, requires a common approach to printing. 
A group of researchers in Sweden investigated eight large print companies with differ-
ent product mixes and production prerequisites, covering the entire process from 
prepress to finishing and distribution (Bellander, Handberg & Stenberg, 1998). They 
analyzed each company using a method called “Systematic Description of Activities” 
(SDA) which generates results in a graphical way called activity graphs, or “A-graphs.” 
Even though each A-graph was different for each company, they were able to divide 
print production into six common phases: product planning, creation and preparation 
of components (image and text), pagemaking and imposition, duplication in a printing 
press, postpress, and distribution (Bellander et al., 1998). 
Similar abstractions have been developed by many different authors. Some of the clear-
est process maps of the printing industry are presented by Kipphan in the Handbook of 
Print Media (2001). He divides the scenario into two groups: the larger picture referred 
to as media production, and a narrower picture related to the printing industry called 
print media production. As shown in Figure 4, it is interesting to see how print media 
fits into the media structure.
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According to this structure, premedia plays a huge role in media production. It controls 
the creative content from ad agencies or designers, manages it, and populates the data-
bases. This content is further spread to electronic/multimedia production or to print 
media production, then finally is distributed to the customer. Print media is part of the 
whole chain, and the other media players may be more or less important to the print 
shop, depending on its market niche. Lean thinking will suggest streamlining this whole 
value-added chain (Womack & Jones, 2003), but anyone in the industry will agree that 
it is just “too big of an elephant to handle.” Therefore, focus will be shifted towards the 
print production system. 
Print production is made of material and data flows among the three main processes 
known as prepress, press, and postpress (Kipphan, 2001). Plates flow between prepress 
and press, and printed sheets flow between press and postpress. All processes are inter-
connected through data flows and are interlinked with storage or buffer areas (Kipphan, 
2001). Figure 5 better shows this interaction of processes, materials, and information.
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The six phases described by the Swedish researchers can be reclassified under the struc-
ture presented in Figure 5. Many people have arrived at the same conclusion and have 
agreed with this process map view of the print production system. Each of the value 
creation processes (prepress, press, and postpress) are aligned in chronological order, 
and their interaction results in the transformation of an order from raw material into a 
finished print product ready to ship. No matter how digital or analog a workflow is, or 
even how rare the product is, printers always need these three processes. This widely 
accepted process map is the starting point of the modeling process.
Computer Simulation and Modeling in the Printing 
Industry
Computer simulation and modeling have not been widely used in the printing industry. 
Nevertheless, some very interesting simulation products and models do exist. SHOTS 
(or Sheetfed Offset Training Simulator) is a great example. SHOTS is an interactive 
computer training system that offers press personnel a simulation of real pressroom 
conditions (Sinapse Graphic International, n.d.). It works like a flight simulator, bring-
ing a complete offset press with all its elements and controls onto a computer screen. 
Operators can learn the latest technologies without costly press time and production 
mistakes. The program provides screen shots of the resulting printed sheets, allowing 
the operators to evaluate quality and then make adjustments to their work. Some users 
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consider that computer simulation training has taken over where vendor and in-house 
training has left off (Hoover, 2000). 
Another approach was taken by a group of researchers from Finland. They used a 
discrete network simulation technique and a software product called Extend to create 
a detailed model of the production system of a newspaper company. The goal of the 
model was to try different ways to operate the equipment in order to find good balance 
between the production costs, the service level, and the risks and costs of running late 
(Bäck, Lehtonen, Karttunen, Kuusisto & Launonen, 1998). The simulation model was 
flexible enough to allow different alternatives, such as varying the number of presses, 
mailing lines, number of loads, and scheduling. Other modifiable variables were the 
structure of the newspaper, the number of copies, and the printing speed. To approxi-
mate the network flow to real production conditions, disturbances during production 
and random changes in the start-up time were included. One of their conclusions worth 
mentioning is their belief that it is very difficult or impossible to design and construct a 
generic simulation model that adjusts to different kinds of printing production chains. 
Instead, it is reasonable to simulate the phases to produce a certain product or product 
type (Bäck et al., 1998). This statement is a challenging one for the goals of this particu-
lar monograph, as it indicates that under proper abstraction and using the correct tools 
a generic simulation model should be achievable.
One last approach was developed in the University of Zagreb, Croatia. The method 
selected was the use of stochastic simulation that could be optimized mathematically. 
The model was applied for both a simple prepress workflow and a digital print house. 
Stochastic modeling relies on the definition of processes, each accompanied by a level 
of probability and stochastic (Njezic, Ziljak, Pap & Svilicic, 2003). The stochastic model 
is a rigid mathematical representation of print production and has limited interaction 
with the user. However, by being mathematical, it can be optimized by running differ-
ent scenarios and graphing their results. This will provide an approximation to the opti-
mal solution, but the fact that the model actually has a mathematical optimum raises 
questions regarding its correlation to the real world. The researchers went a step further 
and were able to link the model to a CIP4 system with the use of XML. This means that 
production planning could be directed automatically by the model, according to the 
results of different simulated scenarios based on the current order backlog. Modeling 
and simulation are considered essential methods for designing the printing systems and 
reproduction processes of the future (Njezic et al., 2003). 
During the review of existing literature, no publications were found on the use and 
application of system dynamics within the printing industry. As a result, this current 
research has a certain degree of novelty. Nevertheless, exploring new fields is always a 
challenge with a risk of failure.
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Chapter Four – Hypotheses and Objectives
The nature of this research calls for a different approach when referring to hypothe-
ses. Instead of accepting or rejecting a hypothesis through statistics, the purpose of the 
model is to incorporate hypotheses of different knowledgeable people from the industry. 
The endogenous opinions on the causes of the low productivity rate are incorporated 
into the model. The linkage of different local hypotheses results in a well-structured 
model, representing different areas of the workflow and similar explanations of effects, 
usually separated by time delays.
Therefore, this research project has objectives instead of hypotheses. The primary objec-
tive is to create a computer simulation model that conceptualizes the dynamics of a 
print production system. The purpose of the model is to provide an understanding of 
the current state of the print company being modeled and to indicate a path for higher 
productivity. In addition, the model exhibits each of the following characteristics: 
The model is simple enough to be easily explained and understood at the mana-•	
gerial level of any printing company.
The model is ample and flexible enough to permit the analysis of any print-•	
ing company, no matter their workflow, product family, technology, or print 
process.
The model is comprehensive enough to include different dynamic structures •	
and print production processes affecting the overall productivity of the system.
The secondary objective of this project is to validate the model using estimated data 
representative of a printing company. The data is loaded into the model, run once to 
obtain the current state, and then run several times with different strategies and policies 
in order to identify opportunities for improvement.
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Chapter Five – Methodology
The methodology of this monograph follows the guidelines indicated by John Sterman 
in his book, Business Dynamics: Systems Thinking and Modeling for a Complex World 
(2000). The experience of the author in the modeling process and the reputation of 
this book as “the” handbook of system dynamics provide support for the use of this 
methodology.
Modeling Process
The modeling process is divided into five phases: problem articulation, formulating a 
dynamic hypothesis, formulating a simulation model, testing, and policy design and 
evaluation.
Phase 1. Problem Articulation (Boundary Selection)
The model needs to address a specific problem, and should not try to model the whole 
complexity of a system. The analogy of a map better explains this need. A map is a 
model designed to solve the problem of location in a particular area and provides the 
information needed in order to move from Point A to Point B. If the map does not have 
a specific purpose and tries to include all the complexity of the area, the map may end 
up being more complex than the problem and will clearly be useless. Therefore, the 
model must have a specific goal, solve a specific need, and simplify rather than attempt 
to emulate an entire system in detail (Sterman, 2000). The clear definition of the prob-
lem also identifies the model boundaries and scope of this monograph.
Phase 2. Formulating a Dynamic Hypothesis
Using the current knowledge and experience of people related to the industry, a work-
ing theory of the origin of the problem is formulated. Many different opinions arise, 
and the theory should capture as many of them as possible. However, the model focuses 
almost entirely on endogenous variables (i.e. process efficiency, bottlenecks). Exogenous 
variables (i.e. fluctuations in raw material costs, economic growth) are either included 
with minor participation or excluded completely. The idea is to fix the problem from 
within the printing workflow and not to blame the problem on the economy, customers, 
or other external forces. Variables not related to the problem are excluded, as are vari-
ables that add too much complexity to the model without offering extra benefits. In this 
phase, different system dynamics tools are used, such as causal loop diagrams and stock 
and flow maps.
Phase 3. Formulating a Simulation Model
Once the dynamic hypothesis has been formulated (including different aspects and 
points of view), a simulation model is designed that tries to capture all the interrelations 
in a dynamic system. The idea is to link the different explanations of the same problem 
into one single model that simulates the different behaviors defined in Phase 2. This 
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phase usually creates new insights and feedback to the previous ideas. This process is a 
constant iteration of modeling data against real world data (Sterman, 2000). The model 
is modified and tested until a functional and complete version is available.
Phase 4. Testing
Even though testing occurs constantly from the start of the modeling process, a severe 
test must take place once there is a fully functional version. The test consists of extreme 
conditions that do not normally occur in real life, but that have predictable outcomes 
of exactly what the model should do in these situations. Extreme conditions in a print 
shop may include the complete breakdown of all the equipment, an increase in orders of 
1,000%, or a dramatic shortage of raw materials. Testing also includes the verification of 
equations and dimensional consistency of variables. The variables must also represent 
meaningful concepts in the real world (Sterman, 2000).
Phase 5. Policy Design and Evaluation
Estimated data representing a printing company is used during Phases 3 and 4 to ensure 
a solid model, with good foundations and a correlation to real life. However, actual 
company data is used as the input data for simulation under the final version. This 
allows the model to then be used for learning. Current data is inputted, accompanied by 
existing policies and practices. The model indicates the present status or baseline of the 
company. Then, new policies and decisions can be made, and the model is run again. 
Better results imply improvement, and worse results indicate a need for another attempt. 
At this stage, the model becomes a great learning tool and a powerful simulator for 
developing entirely new strategies, structures, and decision rules. 
Human beings learn better through direct experiences. Basic activities like walking and 
riding a bike are learned by trial-and-error, with immediate feedback and adaptation. 
However, in complex systems, the feedback is far away in time and space, generating 
a learning dilemma (Senge, 1990). Simulators shorten this gap and enable the user to 
learn from direct experimentation, even within complex systems where the effects of the 
actions are visible only years later.
Complex systems are highly non-linear, and usually a combination of new policies 
provides the best results by driving synergy (Sterman, 2000). This phase enables the 
analysis of five different scenarios under the same company data. Each specific result 
constitutes a case study of how the model can be used to better design and implement 
policies that improve the workflow. Lean manufacturing policies may also be tested, 
and the results should indicate how these will affect the overall productivity of the print 
shop.
Data Collection
Numerical data and statistical estimation are key components of the model’s build-
ing, testing, and final use phases. Therefore, estimated data representative of a print-
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ing company is collected. Once the variables in the model are defined, a spreadsheet is 
designed to help any print shop collect its own data for proper use of the model. In the 
case of variables currently measured by the companies, historical data from previous 
months of operation can be used. For completely new variables (i.e., those never previ-
ously measured), a random sample of at least 30 data points is considered sufficient.
Chapter Six – Results
The results are related to the development of the methodology in the process of creat-
ing the model, then running different scenarios in order to learn which sets of policies 
produce the best overall productivity gains.
Phase 1. Problem Articulation (Boundary Selection)
The purpose of the model is to indicate ways to increase productivity of a print produc-
tion system by increasing its throughput (saleable output per unit of time) given a set of 
resources. The resources are fixed under the time frame of the model, but mechanisms 
for additional capacity can be added if needed. The problem articulation was presented 
in the Introduction.
Phase 2. Formulating a Dynamic Hypothesis
Using the current knowledge and experience of people related to the industry, a working 
theory of the origin of the problem represented by a causal loop diagram has been 
developed. As shown in Figure 6, the causal loop diagram illustrates different areas 
of the system, its interrelation with other areas, the feedback structures, and model 
boundaries.
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Figure 6. Causal loop diagram of the print production system
Model Description
The model represents the interaction between some limited sales variables, the produc-
tion stock, two reinforcing feedback loops related to customer satisfaction, and one 
balancing feedback loop related to production capacity. The production stock is devel-
oped in Phase 3 and includes the main print processes: prepress, press, and postpress.
Production Stock and Flow.  The impact of productivity happens within the production 
stock. This model represents a print production system that operates under the assump-
tion of a make-to-order policy. The backbone of the model is a stock and flow struc-
ture where the orders come into the production system, are processed for a given time 
(production delay), then shipped. The production backlog represents the orders waiting 
in line to be processed. The production backlog increases when the order input exceeds 
the output capability of the system and vice versa. The make-to-order assumption is 
valid for most of the printing companies.
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Every order comes into production (the backlog), then is processed and shipped. The 
processing time is the production delay and is described as turn time. Turn time is 
defined as the time that elapses from the order reception to the order shipment. This 
concept is different from lead time, which includes the logistics of delivering the order 
to the customer. Logistics are out of the model boundary; therefore, the concept of turn 
time is used. The production stock is determined and later simulated by the main print 
processes: prepress, press, and postpress. For now, the main concept is that orders come 
into a production backlog, get processed for some time, and are finally shipped. The rest 
of the model concentrates on the feedback structures that control the system.
Order Inflow. The production stock is affected by the rate of the order inflow; therefore, 
it is very important to understand what affects this inflow and how the rate of the inflow 
can be changed. 
Figure 7. Production stock and flow
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The order inflow can be affected by multiple variables; however, the model must focus 
on the variables relevant to the problem and relevant to the policies that will be part of 
the simulation process. The first variable that has a direct impact on the order rate is 
“relative price.” Relative price is defined as the ratio of the price of the company to the 
market price. Based on basic demand theory, if relative price is less than one then the 
order rate increases, and vice versa. The impact of price depends on the print market 
that is being analyzed. However, as shown in Table 1, price has been decreasing in 
importance in some markets. For example, advertising agencies that purchase print clas-
sified price as the fifth factor of importance when selecting a print provider (Pellow, 
Sorce, Frey, Olson, Moore & Kirpichenko, 2003).
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The second variable, described as “average orders,” is a variable used to replace the 
complexity of the market. This variable indicates that a printing company that has been 
established in a market will have an average inflow of orders, based on historical order 
patterns. The average orders variable can also be used to describe cyclical order patterns, 
if those patterns are considered important. 
The third variable is described as “sales aggressiveness.” For simplicity, the sales team 
can have, at a certain time, two different strategies: aggressive or sustainable. When 
aggressive, the sales force is pushed to get as many orders as it can. When sustainable, 
the sales force is directed to maintain its current sales volume. Most companies oper-
ate under the first strategy, no matter what. However, the idea is to offer an alternative 
strategy to the sales force if it decides that the aggressive strategy is not the most suitable 
under cases such as maximum capacity utilization. This decision involves a delay when 
changing from the sustainable strategy to the aggressive strategy and vice versa. The 
delay is related to the time that it will take the sales force to spread the new strategy and 
to obtain an effect on the order volume from the customers. Many more variables could 
be included in the model, but the current variables are considered enough for the model 
purpose and boundaries. 
Reinforcing Feedback Loops. The model incorporates two reinforcing feedback loops 
that represent the key metrics of the current printing industry. These also affect the 
order inflow. Today’s customers demand fast and reliable service from printing compa-
nies. Fast service is expressed by the “turn time reinforcing loop” (R1). On-time ship-
ments are used as the reliability metric and are expressed by the “reliability reinforcing 
loop” (R2).
Table 1. Importance of factors when selecting a print service provider  
(Pellow et. al., 2003)
Factors to consider when selecting a print service provider* Importance
Dependability 9.45
Print Quality 9.15
Turnaround time 8.41
Ease of doing business 8.19
Price 7.93
The specific technology used by the provider 6.85
Other factors 6.16
Unique capabilities 6.04
Geographic proximity 5.79
* Ranked on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 meant “not at all important” and 10 meant “very important.”
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The turn time feedback loop (R1) is the representation of how lower turn times can 
grow a printing business. The loop starts with the “turn time” variable. Turn time 
depends on the shipments outflow and the current production backlog. The first effect 
of productivity is expressed here in both the backlog size and the shipment rate. The 
turn time is affected by the shipment rate—at a higher rate, the turn time is lower. The 
backlog size also affects the turn time. A large backlog increases the turn time, since the 
order waits in line longer. 
The company turn time is also compared to the market turn time, using the ratio known 
as “relative turn time.” A relative turn time larger than one has a negative impact on 
customer satisfaction and vice versa. After a time delay (=), the customer satisfaction 
level has an impact on the order inflow. If a printing company is able to ship with a 
lower turn time than the market for a significant period of time, then orders grow expo-
nentially. Turn time (equivalent to turnaround time) is a very important factor when 
selecting a print provider; it was classified as the third factor of importance by advertis-
ing agencies that buy print services. (This rating of factors is shown in Table 1.)
The reliability reinforcing loop (R2) expresses the effect of shipping the orders on time. 
The main reason why print buyers leave one printer and seek out another is the issue of 
late deliveries (Merit, 1992). This statement clearly indicates the importance and impact 
Figure 9. Reinforcing feedback loops
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of this loop and the relevance of the loop for the model purposes. It is also reinforced by 
the survey results shown in Table 1: advertising agencies classified “dependability” (the 
same concept as reliability) as the main factor considered when selecting a print service 
provider. The reliability loop also starts from the “turn time.” In this case, the turn time 
is compared to the “target turn time,” which is the turn time promised to the customer 
and indicated to production. For the model, the target turn time is fixed for a certain 
time and may be modified at certain intervals of the simulation. 
“On-time shipment” is determined as a percentage of orders shipped early or on time 
when the turn time is compared to the target turn time. A higher target turn time has 
a positive effect on the on-time shipment, but has a negative impact on other areas of 
the model. (Further explanation of this effect is in the following section.) A higher turn 
time will negatively affect the on-time shipments if the shipments are late compared to 
the target turn time. The target turn time and turn time concepts are key elements for 
any printing company. These concepts control the dynamics of the production behav-
ior and provide the promise dates given to customers for each order. The on-time ship-
ment percentage directly affects customer satisfaction and, after a delay, affects the order 
inflow, closing the loop.
A key factor for any printing company is quality. Quality was classified as the second 
most important factor by advertising agencies when selecting a print provider (shown in 
Table 1). Since the purpose of the model is to focus on productivity, quality is not part of 
the model and is considered as a given. If needed in the future, the quality factor may be 
included in the model as an additional reinforcing loop.
Balancing Feedback Loop and Order Outflow. The counterpart of the reinforcing feed-
back loop is the balancing feedback loop. This loop controls growth. Its dynamics are 
related to a given capacity of a printing company and its capacity utilization; therefore, 
this loop is called the “capacity balancing loop” (B).
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Figure 10. Balancing feedback loop
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“Desired production” represents the ratio between the production backlog and the 
target turn time. This ratio represents the number of orders that need to be processed 
per unit of time in order to ship the orders on time. This is also related to the concept 
known as takt time under lean manufacturing terminology. Ideally, production should 
adjust its speed to comply with desired production at all times. “Schedule pressure” is 
defined as the ratio between desired production and capacity (Sterman, 2000). If the 
ratio is lower than one, then there is plenty of capacity to produce the orders on time. If 
it is higher than one, then a capacity constraint situation exists, and orders might suffer 
a shipment delay. 
“Capacity” is defined as the historical rate of production under normal conditions and 
current knowledge; it is assumed to be fixed for a certain amount of time during the 
simulation. “Capacity utilization” is a function of the schedule pressure. This function 
indicates the quantity of orders processed. For overcapacity situations, the capacity utili-
zation matches desired production. In capacity constraint situations, the capacity utili-
zation is somewhat higher than the capacity, in order to represent short-term decisions 
that affect the processing of orders such as the use of overtime. However, the system will 
not stay at a level higher than the capacity indefinitely, and there is also a true maximum 
that can be reached. Finally, the loop closes by affecting the shipment rate. This rate has 
a maximum determined by the capacity.
The outflow rate of shipments is affected directly by capacity and capacity utilization. 
Capacity may be increased without a delay by using outsourcing. Capacity may also be 
increased by equipment acquisition. However, equipment acquisition always comes with 
a time delay representing the time needed to investigate different options of machinery, 
to approve the acquisition, and, finally, to receive and install the equipment. Delays 
greater than six months are normal in the printing industry when purchasing presses. 
In the short term, considering a fixed capacity, the shipment rate grows together with 
desired production until the shipments max out. This is due to capacity constraints that 
limit growth.
The dynamics captured under this causal loop diagram (CLD) are very representative 
of any printing company. The CLD indicates how orders grow as customers are satisfied 
and that there are limits to growth due to capacity constraints. Balancing this system 
is quite a challenge, since many things vary simultaneously and the different delays 
that affect the system make the dynamics difficult to anticipate without running the 
simulation. The next step is to consider the internal dynamics of the production stock. 
These dynamics are well represented by a stock and flow structure of the main printing 
processes: prepress, press and postpress. Phase 3 develops this structure and makes the 
whole model suitable for the iThink™ software.
Phase 3. Formulating a Simulation Model
The next phase is the development of the stock and flow structure of the model in order 
to simulate it. The first step is breaking down the production backlog into a sub-model 
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that describes the nature of a printing company. This structure is the one that makes the 
model a true print production model, instead of a general production model. The sub-
model represents the stock and flow structures of the main printing processes: prepress, 
press, and postpress.
Every time an order comes into the system, it carries the following attributes that  
affect how the order is processed: number of colors, number of sheets, and a finishing 
complexity level. These attributes are kept as simple as possible in order to maintain the 
model at an aggregate level. The number of colors (usually equivalent to the number of 
plates) is the sum of colors printed in the front and in the back. The number of sheets 
is calculated by dividing quantity of units of the order by the number of units that can 
fit in a sheet. If there are multiple presses with different sheet sizes, a standard sheet 
size needs to be defined. The finishing complexity level is defined as “high” if the order 
requires three or more separate postpress activities, “medium” if it requires one or two 
separate postpress activities, and “low” if postpress is done inline. A separate activity is 
one that is easily identified as a separate process because it is either located in a different 
place within the print shop or if it needs different equipment that is not linked, requir-
ing the movement of work-in-process inventory. For example, a newspaper operation 
with inline finishing is classified as having a low finishing complexity level. An offset 
order for a label that requires separate diecutting is classified as having a medium finish-
ing complexity level. A high-end package requiring separate finishing activities like hot 
stamp, diecutting, spot UV varnish, and final assembly, is classified as having a high 
finishing complexity level. 
Orders coming into the system also trigger two flows: plate flow and paper flow. For ease 
of use, the paper flow is measured in number of sheets, which applies both for sheetfed 
and web presses. These flows are known as coflows since they are linked together as 
part of the printing process. Figure 12 illustrates the stock and flow structure of the sub-
model. It indicates how plates and paper flow through the prepress, press, and postpress 
processes during the fulfillment of an order.
Figure 11. Production stock and flow
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Figure 12. Print production sub-model
Prepress – Plate Flow
As shown in Figure 12, the prepress process involves the plate flow. Once an order 
enters the system, it carries as an attribute the number of colors. An assumption is made 
that every color requires a plate; however, the model user can avoid this assumption and 
provide data on the number of plates directly. Unprocessed plates enter the prepress 
process by batches equal to the number of colors required by the order. The batch is 
processed for some time—mostly for design and layout—then the processed plates enter 
the plate buffer. The prepress processing time includes all of the time elapsed from the 
order entry until the plates are ready to be used in the plate buffer.
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When the plate buffer has enough plates to process an order, the paper flow may start. 
These flows are linked by the dotted lines as indicated in Figure 12. The paper flow 
prints the sheets of an order and uses the plates from the plate buffer. For simplicity, 
plates are not reused; new plates need to be made for every order.
Press and Postpress – Paper Flow
The most important flow is the paper flow. If plates are available, the press process can 
start to print an order, according to the amount of sheets that the order requires. Each 
order is printed in a batch equal to the amount of sheets, plus a percentage of overpro-
duction used for scrap. The press process is constrained by the press metrics of availabil-
ity, performance, and capacity. These metrics determine how the equipment runs.
Figure 13. Prepress - plate flow
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Figure 14. Press and postpress - paper flow
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The press metrics are determined for each press in the shop, and are then aggregated for 
the model. 
Availability is defined as the percentage of run time (good production time) of the 
planned time (run time / planned time). The run time can also be calculated by 
subtracting the setup time and the downtime from the total planned time. Following 
these principles, the full planned time is divided into setup time, run time, and the 
remaining time, which is downtime. 
Performance is defined as the percentage of the average run speed of the maximum 
press speed indicated by the press manufacturer (average run speed / maximum press 
speed) (Lean Enterprise Institute, 2004). 
Capacity is defined as the maximum number of sheets (according to the standard sheet 
size) per unit of time rated by the press manufacturer. Capacity is determined using 
the assumption that each job is completely printed with a single pass on a press. This 
assumption avoids the difficulty of aggregating capacity of multiple presses that have 
different number of color stations. 
The real printing rate of production results from the multiplication of the availability, 
performance, and capacity. For example, if a press is designed to produce 10,000 sheets 
per hour and has 5 color stations, its capacity is 10,000 sheets per hour, regardless of the 
number of color stations. If the percentage of setup time is 35% and downtime is 15%, 
then the availability is 50%. If, on average, the press runs at 7,000 sheets per hour, then 
the performance is 70%. For this example, the real rate of production is 10,000 sheets 
per hour x 0.5 x 0.7 = 3,500 sheets per hour. This is the real output of the press process. 
Since the press process is a stock that creates a material delay, it must be defined as the 
time that the material spends in the process. To calculate this time, the number of sheets 
inside the press process (stock level) is divided by the real rate of production. 
The scrap rate is another part of the press process. In order to exclude quality from the 
model, scrap is only included as part of the material flow. The overproduction percent-
age needs to be higher than the scrap rate to ensure that all orders are processed 
completely. This maintains the assumption that there are no orders reprinted due to 
quality issues. If needed, a “reprint” variable could be added to the model.
The postpress activities are also completed in batches per order. The postpress process-
ing time will vary according to the complexity level of the finishing required. The aver-
age time of the postpress process is calculated for each complexity level, then provided 
to the model. After postpress, the sheets are classified as finished sheets and the unit of 
measure is kept as sheets for standardization purposes. The finished sheets are immedi-
ately shipped to customers. Order fulfillment happens after the sheets are shipped. The 
postpress process does not have a capacity constraint, a specific setup time, downtime, 
or a scrap rate due to the following reasons: the many types of postpress equipment that 
a print shop can have, the difficulties in aggregating them, and the variety of finishing 
requirements.
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As shown in Figure 12, the print production sub-model provides the key productivity-
related information for the model: turn time and throughput.  The turn time deter-
mines the on-time shipments and the competitiveness of the print shop. The through-
put provides the effective capacity of the print shop. These outputs are where the model 
becomes useful for productivity purposes. The model can simulate different scenarios 
and provide the results on turn time and throughput of the whole system. It provides 
a holistic approach to productivity, which is usually uncommon among printers. Most 
printers focus on the press metrics; however, in many cases, improving the press metrics 
will have no or a very minimal impact on the turn time or the throughput. In other situ-
ations, a minor improvement on one of the press metrics can have a large impact on the 
turn time and throughput. This is dependent upon the specific information and work-
flow of each print shop simulated.
Lastly, the print production sub-model has the capacity loop integrated within the stock 
and flow structure. This is a measure of the output of the production backlog stock as 
finished sheets throughput, which enables a simulation of the model without provid-
ing exact capacity data for the whole system if that information is unknown or poorly 
estimated. When a printer is asked about capacity, the usual answer is that it depends 
on the type of product, volume, or other production variables. However, the crux of the 
question is commonly avoided. Another reality is that printing companies rarely refuse 
any order that a customer wants to place, which means that they assume infinite capac-
ity. As part of the press metrics, capacity is fixed according to the number of presses 
a print shop has. However, any productivity gains of the whole system (measured as 
higher throughput and lower turn time) have an effect on the capacity balancing loop 
presented in Phase 2.
Phase 4. Testing
Even though testing occurs constantly from the start of the modeling process, a severe 
test must take place once there is a fully functional version. The test consists of extreme 
conditions that do not normally occur in real life, but that have predictable outcomes of 
exactly what the model should do in these situations.  In order to complete this phase, 
it is critical to understand fully the functional version of the model within the iThink™ 
software.
Causal Loop Diagram and Variable Description
As shown in Figure 15, the causal loop diagram developed in Phase 2 is replicated in the 
final model, including the turn time reinforcing loop and the reliability reinforcing loop.
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The two extra variables (throughput and average turn time) were added for measuring 
and graphing the results of every simulation run. The balancing feedback loop has been 
eliminated since the capacity constraints are defined within the production stock sub-
model.
Sales Aggressiveness. Sales aggressiveness is a binary decision variable consisting of an 
on/off switch. When “on,” the sales force achieves 10% more orders than their average 
after a two-month delay. When “off,” there is no impact on the order inflow. The delay 
indicates that this decision does not have immediate impact. The values of 10% and two 
months are estimates for this particular simulation; they may be changed to suit specific 
estimates of other companies.
Relative Price. Relative price is also a decision variable, indicating the ratio of the 
company’s price and the market price. The impact on orders is linear and inverse. For 
example, a 10% decrease in the relative price ratio results in a 10% increase of incoming 
orders. To maintain the validity of the linear assumption, a limited range from 0.75 to 
1.25 has been defined.
Average Orders. The average orders variable is used to input the statistical history of 
incoming orders of the print shop. For simplicity, only the average is incorporated. 
If desired, more detailed historical data including cycles and seasonal demand may 
be included. Also, organic growth common to most industrial businesses has been 
excluded as it is considered outside of the boundaries and purpose of this model. 
However, when  it is considered necessary, an organic growth rate related to market 
growth can easily be added.
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Figure 15. Causal loop diagram in iThink™
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Customer Satisfaction. Customer satisfaction is one of the key variables of the model. 
The performance of the company affects the customer satisfaction level, and this in turn 
has an impact on future order volumes. Customer satisfaction is dependent on relative 
turn time and on-time shipments. A three-month delay will affect this variable. In other 
words, the level of customer satisfaction has an impact on the order entry flow only after 
three months. The following equation defines this variable:
(A*On-time Shipment + B)*Relative Turn Time 
 Where  A = degree of positive impact of an order shipped on time
  B = limit of negative impact of a late order
This simulation considers that an order shipped on-time has a positive impact on order 
volume of 20%, while a late order has a negative impact of 40%. Since the on-time ship-
ment variable is either zero or one, setting A to 0.6 and B to 0.6 achieves this effect. (For 
more information, please refer to the explanation of this variable later in this section.) 
As an example, if we assign a value of one to the relative turn time and the order is 
shipped on-time, then customer satisfaction = (0.6*1 + 0.6)*1 = 1.2, which is equiva-
lent to a 20% positive impact on order volume. On the contrary, if the order is late, then 
customer satisfaction = (0.6*0 + 0.6)*1 = 0.6, which is equivalent to a 40% negative 
impact on order volume. The relative turn time multiplies the effect of the on-time ship-
ment, introducing both outcomes into the calculation of the customer satisfaction level. 
For this simulation, the relative turn time varies between 0.5 and 1.5; this is further 
explained later in this section.
Order Inflow. The order inflow multiplies the impact of all the variables affecting the 
incoming order volume. Variables that affect the incoming order volume are average 
orders, relative price, sales aggressiveness, and customer satisfaction. The result deter-
mines the order volume for the each differential time (one day) of the simulation. The 
order inflow is defined by the following equation:
Average Orders*(1/Relative Price)*Delay(1 + Sales Aggressiveness,2,1) 
*Delay(Customer Satisfaction,3,1)
The delays of the incoming variables are defined in the order inflow equation.
Production Backlog. The production backlog is a conveyor belt-type stock that contains 
the sub-model.
Shipments. The shipments outflow completely depends on the sub-model, and is there-
fore described in the sub-model section.
Turn Time. Little’s Law defines turn time as the inventory in the production backlog 
divided by the shipment rate, as shown in the equation below: 
Production Backlog/Shipments
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Market Turn Time. This variable incorporates the average turn time of the market. It 
is usually well estimated by the sales team, according to the requests of their customers 
and their knowledge of the conditions that customers are getting from the competition.
Relative Turn Time. The relative turn time is a variable defined with a range of 0.5 to 
1.5, intended to approximate the impact of the turn time when compared to the market 
turn time on customer satisfaction. Figure 16 defines this relationship graphically:
A turn time lower than the market turn time will have a positive (> 1) impact on 
customer satisfaction. If the turn time equals the market turn time, then the effect is 
neutral (= 1). If the turn time is higher than the market turn time, then the impact on 
customer satisfaction is negative (< 1). The shape of the curve indicates that, when the 
turn time is competitive (meaning near the market turn time), the effect on customer 
satisfaction stays near neutral within a narrow range. However, as the turn time moves 
farther away from the market turn time, the slope of the curve is steeper, increasing the 
impact on customer satisfaction exponentially. For example, if a print shop has turn 
times of one or two days over or under the market turn time, then the volume of orders 
should not vary much. On the other hand, if the turn times are 15 days over the market 
turn time, orders would most likely plummet. If the turn times are 15 days under the 
market turn time, orders would most likely rise steeply.
Target Turn Time. Target turn time is also a decision variable. It enables the user to 
determine the desired turn time that is promised to the customers by the sales force. The 
actual turn time is then compared to the target turn time for every order to determine 
if the order has been shipped on-time. A high target turn time improves the on-time 
Figure 16. Relative turn time
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service, but decreases the production schedule pressure within the sub-model. The 
range for this variable is 0.1 to 2.0 months.
On-time Shipment. On-time shipment is a binary variable. If the turn time for an order 
is less than or equal to the target turn time, then the value is 1. In all other cases, it is 0, 
indicating a late order. The following equation defines this variable:
if Turn Time ≤ Target Turn Time then 1 else 0 
The impact of this variable on the level of customer satisfaction is also assumed to 
be binary, with a significant direct impact. The orders shipped on-time increase 
the customer satisfaction level by 20%. Late orders, on the other hand, decrease the 
customer satisfaction level by 40%. The higher relative impact of the late orders corre-
sponds to customers’ expectation to be served on-time. Late orders are usually punished 
drastically, while on-time orders do not necessarily bring in more orders on all occa-
sions.
Throughput. Throughput is a variable used only for graphing purposes. It reports one 
of the main metrics related to productivity—the output per unit of time. For the simula-
tion, it reports the number of orders shipped per month. The goal of the simulation is to 
maximize the throughput.
Average Turn Time. The average turn time is also a variable used for graphing purposes. 
It provides the average turn time of the orders shipped daily. The average turn time is 
appropriate when used to evaluate the turn time of orders within a short time frame (for 
example, one day.) When considering longer time frames (for example, one month or 
one year), the average turn time should not be used, as since it is likely that the distribu-
tion of turn time is non-normal.
Stock and Flow Diagram and Variable Description
The stock and flow structure of the print production sub-model was also developed in 
the iThink™ software. As shown in Figure 17, the sub-model includes the plates flow 
related to the prepress process and the paper flow related to the press and postpress 
processes.
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Unprocessed Plates. Unprocessed plates is a flow variable that activates with each order. 
It is defined by the following equation:
Orders*Plates 
Plates. The plates variable is used to input the average number of plates used per order. 
This average is calculated from the statistical data of the print shop, or it is related to the 
number of colors per order.
Prepress. Prepress is a conveyor stock that represents the time spent in the prepress 
process.
Prepress Rate. The prepress rate is an input variable of the average or estimate number 
of plates processed per month at full prepress capacity.
Processed Plates. Processed plates is the outflow of the prepress process and the inflow 
of the plates buffer stock. It represents the transit time of each plate in the prepress 
stock, as calculated by the following equation:
Prepress/Prepress Rate 
Plates Ready. The plates ready variable is a binary variable that indicates whether or not 
there are plates ready to use in the plates buffer in order for the press process to start. It 
is defined by the following statement:
If Plates Buffer > Plates then 1 else 0  
Plates Buffer. The plates buffer is a stock that acts as a buffer between the prepress and 
press processes. It accumulates processed plates from prepress, then disposes of them 
after they are used by the press process. If this stock is empty or has fewer plates than 
the average plates needed by the press process, then the press process will not start.
Used Plates. The used plates flow is the outflow of the plates buffer stock. It represents 
the disposal of plates after they are used by the press process. This outflow is calculated 
by the following statement:
If Plates Ready = 1 then Plates*Orders else 0 
M Sheets. The M Sheets variable is used to input the average thousands (M) of sheets 
needed per order. This average is calculated from the statistical data of the print shop 
according to the standard sheet size.
Overproduction. Overproduction is an input variable for the average percentage of 
sheets used for scrap and setup. It is usually a production planning policy decision.
Raw Sheets. The raw sheets flow represents the inflow of sheets into the press process. It 
is calculated by the following equation:
Orders*M Sheets*(1 + Overproduction)*Plates Ready
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Press. Press is a conveyor stock that represents the time spent in the press process.
Scrap. Scrap represents the leakage of sheets from the press process due to scrap. This 
outflow is a fraction of the press stock and is determined by the scrap rate.
Scrap Rate. The statistic or estimate of the press scrap rate is calculated as the percent-
age of scrap sheets needed by an order.
Availability. Availability is an input variable of the press metrics that indicates the ratio 
of run time to total planned press time. The run time can also be calculated by subtract-
ing the setup time and downtime from the total planned press time.
Performance. Performance is an input variable of the press metrics that indicates the 
ratio of the average press speed achieved to the maximum rated press speed. Printers 
commonly state that they often do not achieve the maximum rated press speed indi-
cated by the press manufacturers. This represents a loss of the maximum capacity of the 
press.
Schedule Pressure. Schedule pressure is the only variable incorporated from the capac-
ity balancing feedback loop presented in Phase 2. This variable describes how variations 
of the target turn time affect the real output of the press process. The assumption here 
is that the press process capacity adjusts to a certain degree (± 15%) in order to achieve 
the target turn time promised to customers. This happens in real production environ-
ments when the press process output is augmented with the use of overtime. This also 
occurs when the press process output is diminished due to a relaxed mood assumed by 
the press operators when the schedule pressure is low or to some other factor. Figure 18 
illustrates this variable graphically.
Figure 18. Schedule pressure
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Capacity. Capacity is the aggregated maximum thousands of sheets of all presses that 
can be printed per month, according to the maximum rated press speed indicated by the 
press manufacturer. The assumption that every job can be printed on a single run on a 
press is used in order to simplify the calculations and to eliminate the difficulty of aggre-
gating the capacity for presses with different number of colors. The aggregate capacity 
can be calculated by determining a standard sheet size, then adding up the capacity of 
all presses according to the standard sheet size. For example, suppose a print shop has 
six presses:
a) Two 14x20” 2-Color, rated at 7,000sph;
b) Three 20x28” 5-Color, rated at 12,000sph; and
c) One 28x40” 6-Color, rated at 15,000sph.
First, the standard sheet size is determined. In this case, the standard sheet size selected 
is 20x28”. Next, a factor by area is determined for the other sheet sizes: 0.5 for the 
14x20” and 2 for 28x40”. Lastly, the aggregate capacity for the standard sheet size is 
determined by this formula:
Aggregate Capacity = (Q1*F1*R1 + Q2*F2*R2 + … + Qn*Fn*Rn)*P 
  Where:  Qn = quantity of presses type “n”
   Fn = factor by area of the presses type “n” to the standard 
    sheet size
   Rn = manufacturers’ maximum rated press speed in thousands 
    of sheets per hour (Msph) of the presses type “n”
   P = planned production hours per month 
The planned production hours may be calculated from historical data or may be esti-
mated using 25 working days per month and two 8-hour shifts per day for a total of 400 
hours. Note that, for simplicity, the number of colors of each press is excluded from the 
formula. The total aggregate capacity of this example is calculated below:
Aggregate Capacity = (2*0.5*7 + 3*1*12 + 1*2*15)*400 = 29,200 
Printed Sheets. The printed sheets flow is the outflow of the press process and the 
inflow of the postpress process. This flow is different from all the other process outflows 
as it is not governed by a simple process rate. Instead, the press rate is calculated using 
the press metrics that are commonly monitored at a print shop. The printed sheets 
flow represents the transit time of each M sheets in the press stock, as calculated by the 
following equation:
Press/Availability*Performance*Capacity*Schedule Pressure 
Postpress. Postpress is a conveyor stock that represents the time spent in the postpress 
process.
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Finishing Complexity. Finishing complexity is an input variable that indicates the 
degree of complexity of the postpress process of a certain print shop, depending on 
its product line and equipment. The finishing complexity level is “high” if the order 
requires three or more separate postpress activities, “medium” if it requires one or two, 
and “low” if done inline. The following assumption is used to determine the aggregate 
finishing complexity level: It takes twice as long to complete a “high” level order than 
a “medium” level order, and twice as long to complete a “medium” level order than 
a “low” level order. The following factors are used in order to calculate the weighted 
average:
Low = 2.0, Medium = 1.0, and High = 0.5 
Postpress Rate. The postpress rate is an input variable of the average or estimate number 
of M sheets processed per month at full postpress capacity, considering only medium 
finishing complexity level orders.
Finished Sheets. The finished sheets flow is the outflow of the postpress process. It 
represents the transit time of each M sheets in the postpress stock, calculated by the 
following equation:
Postpress/Finishing Complexity*Postpress Rate 
Shipments. The shipments flow is the final outflow of the production backlog stock 
and indicates the rate of orders being shipped per month. It is the key outflow, since it 
depends on the whole dynamics of the print production sub-model and, at the same 
time, determines the turn time per order for the calculation of the critical reinforcing 
loops of turn time and reliability. The shipments flow is determined by the following 
equation:
Finished Sheets/M Sheets 
The shipments rate, therefore, is the finished sheets outflow of the paper flow divided by 
the average thousands of sheets per order (M Sheets) to determine how many orders are 
finally shipped to the customers.
Severe Testing
Two important variables from different areas of the model have been selected for the 
severe testing. Each variable is tested at their defined minimum and maximum levels 
and the results are analyzed for proper logic and correct behavior of the model. Two sets 
of graphs are used to analyze the results: performance metrics and order metrics. The 
performance metrics consist of throughput, on-time shipment, and average turn time. 
The order metrics show the behavior of the order inflow, the production backlog, and 
the shipments outflow. Both graphs summarize the time series behavior of key metrics 
that govern the model for the whole 48 months of simulation.
Both graphs present three different variables. The X-axis has the time of the simulation 
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in months. The Y-axis represents the value of the variables at each time. To interpret the 
graphs correctly, review the range of values for each variable on the Y-axis. Note that 
each variable has different ranges, and the ranges may change from simulation to simu-
lation. Therefore, a curve that appears to be higher than another may actually be lower, 
depending on the range. This function of adjustable ranges has been selected so that the 
graphs can adapt to multiple simulations and scenarios.
Average Orders. Average orders have a significant impact on the behavior of the model. 
It is also feasible to anticipate what happens when a print shop is out of orders or when 
the orders exceed the capacity by tenfold. The first test consists of running the model 
with no incoming orders per month. Consequently, both the throughput and average 
turn time are zero; this is illustrated in Figure 19. The on-time shipment is undefined if 
no orders are shipped.
Figure 19. Zero incoming orders - performance metrics
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As shown in Figure 20, the level of orders, production backlog, and shipments stays 
consistently at zero.  This first test is successful, since the model behaves within logic.
On the other extreme, the test consists of 100,000 average incoming orders per month. 
This clearly exceeds the capacity of the print shop being simulated. The model also 
behaves properly under this scenario. As shown in Figure 21, the throughput overshoots 
and collapses immediately after the first month, the on-time shipment collapses to 0% 
immediately, and the average turn time increases periodically during the overshoot and 
collapse periods.
Figure 20. Zero incoming orders - order metrics
Figure 21. One hundred thousand incoming orders - performance metrics
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The order metrics also behave accordingly. After the first three months, the orders 
collapse due to the poor service levels. As shown in Figure 22, the production backlog 
increases consistently (due to the lack of capacity), and the shipments overshoot and 
collapse periodically.
Press Capacity. This test consists of the extreme of having zero press capacity (zero 
presses) and the extreme of having the capability of printing one billion sheets per 
month (huge capacity).
As shown in Figure 23, for the scenario of zero capacity, the model assumes infinite 
transit time within the press process; consequently, after the first month, every perfor-
mance variable goes to zero.
Figure 22. One hundred thousand incoming orders - order metrics
Figure 23. Zero press capacity - performance metrics
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On the order metrics, the incoming orders collapse towards zero, the shipments collapse 
to zero, and the production backlog grows consistently since no orders are being 
printed. The system keeps receiving a minimum amount of orders due to the average 
incoming orders that are calculated during the setup of the simulation. Figure 24 illus-
trates these order metrics for zero press capacity.
On the other extreme, the simulation is run with a huge press capacity of one billion 
sheets per month. As shown in Figures 25 and 26, both the performance metrics and the 
order metrics behave very similarly when compared to previous runs with normal press 
capacity. Only marginal improvements are achieved.
Figure 25. Huge press capacity - performance metrics
Figure 24. Zero press capacity - order metrics
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The improvements hit an immediate limit when the constraint moves from the press 
process to the postpress process. This is also consistent with logic that indicates that 
the constraint process limits the maximum output of the whole system. Once the addi-
tional press capacity surpasses the capacity of any of the other processes, adding more 
press capacity brings no additional throughput since the press process is no longer the 
constraint. The constraint topic is further discussed and developed during Phase 5.
Turn Time. The turn time test is not conducted as a part of the severe test, but as a test 
to check the common distribution of the turn time of printing companies. Experience 
and statistics indicate that most print shops have a binomial distribution when analyz-
ing the turn time of multiple orders during a long period of time, such as over one 
calendar year. This behavior results from any of the following situations: some orders 
are processed as rush orders for major customers, with very short resulting turn times. 
Other orders are processed near the target turn time that is promised to normal custom-
ers. Also, there are a small percentage of orders that have issues, and these require a 
significant amount of time before being shipped. Due to those situations, the distribu-
tion of the turn time has a binomial behavior with one peak near zero, another peak 
near the target turn time, and a small number of orders with long turn times.   The 
distribution of a normal simulation run was graphed to test this behavior. This distribu-
tion is shown in Figure 27.
Figure 26. Huge press capacity - order metrics
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The distribution has the largest peak near the zero value, which indicates that several 
orders have been processed very quickly, mainly as a result of very low production 
backlogs during this simulation. The second peak near 0.4 months is consistent with 
the target turn time selected for this run. This indicates that several orders have been 
shipped near the date promised to customers. The rest of the orders have been shipped 
with longer turn times and show lower frequencies, consistent with the fact that some 
orders have significant delays. The correct performance of the model during this test 
indicates that the proper dynamics have been captured and correctly reproduced. This 
is a significant support of the model’s validity, since the behavior of this key metric is 
critical for the model output as it regulates the two main reinforcing loops. Even though 
the binomial behavior of this distribution is not very strong, a distribution skewed to 
the right is also a common dynamic of production processes that contain separate sub-
processes. For printing, the clearly defined and independent sub-processes of prepress, 
press, and postpress behave according to the dynamics of a third-order delay (Sterman, 
2000), as orders have variable wait times at each process depending on the backlog at 
each process and capacity constraints.
The severe tests are successful, proving the model’s consistency under extreme condi-
tions. To run these tests, a set of estimated values and parameters of an ordinary print-
ing company were loaded into the model. The fact that the model behaves adequately 
using these values is another factor confirming that the model is ready for use. Once the 
model is trustworthy and the metrics are defined, the last phase of policy design and 
evaluation can take place.
Phase 5. Policy Design and Evaluation
The final phase consists of using the model for policy design and evaluation. Once the 
model is tested and ready to use, data from any company can be loaded, and the model 
can run under the existing policies and practices to establish the current baseline, also 
known as the “status quo scenario.” Then, new policies and decisions can be made, and 
the model is run again. Better results imply improvement, and worse results indicate 
the need for adjustments. At this stage, the model becomes a great learning tool and 
a powerful simulator for developing entirely new strategies, structures, and decision-
making rules.
Before starting, it is essential to understand how to use the model, interpret the results, 
Figure 27. Distribution of turn time
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and load the statistical data needed. Only then can common scenarios related to the 
industry be simulated. The first scenario works under an aggressive sales strategy: 
sell the most you can, no matter what. The second scenario is based on productivity 
improvements focused on the press process only. The third scenario is related to the 
trend of shrinking order size and increased frequency of orders. Lastly, a mixed strategy 
scenario based on synergy, productivity, and growth of the whole system is presented to 
show how good overall results can be achieved.
Using and Interpreting the Model
As shown in Figure 28, the model runs directly from a control panel designed for easy 
input of data and decisions. On the left, the statistics on order attributes and monthly 
data are entered. The order attributes have either already been measured by the print 
shop intended to be simulated, or they can be sampled statistically from past orders. 
Order attributes indicate the average plates per order, the average thousands of sheets 
per order, and the finishing complexity level. Monthly data can also be previously 
measured, statistically sampled, or estimated. Monthly data includes the average orders 
per month, the market turn time, the prepress rate, the press metrics (i.e., performance, 
availability, overproduction, scrap rate, and capacity), and the postpress rate. On the 
bottom left side, decisions affecting the order inflow can be made. The switch of sales 
aggressiveness can be turned on or off to change from a low to a high level, and vice 
versa. The relative price slider can be modified to increase or to decrease the company’s 
price in relation to the market price. Finally, the target turn time offered to the custom-
ers can also be modified to lower values (attracting more orders) or to higher values 
(guaranteeing an improved percentage of orders shipped on time.)
The buttons on the top control some actions within the simulation. The run button 
runs the model for three months each time it is pressed. Decisions and policies may be 
Figure 28. Control panel
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changed every three months, replicating managerial or Board of Directors’ meetings 
that modify the direction of the company. The reset button is used when a new scenario 
needs to be simulated. The reset button returns all variables to their original values and 
clears the graphs. The model button shows the model structure within the iThink™ soft-
ware. 
Below the buttons is a status indicator of the on-time shipment performance. The status 
indicator is green if the performance is above 80%, yellow if it is between 50% and 80%, 
and red if it is below 50%. 
Lastly, the time series graphs in the bottom right corner show the measured outputs 
of the model. Page 1 shows the performance metrics: throughput, on-time shipment, 
and average turn time. The objective of the model is to maximize the “throughput,” 
measured as the rate of shipped orders per month, while “shipping the orders on time” 
and minimizing the “turn time.” Page 2 shows the order metrics: incoming orders, 
production backlog, and order shipment. These graphs represent the main stock and 
flow structure of the model from where the variations of the order backlog (due to vari-
ations of the book-to-bill ratio) can be appreciated. Managing the level of the backlog is 
a key element for achieving the main objective of maximizing throughput while keeping 
turn time under control. Page 3 represents the print processes metrics: prepress, press, 
and postpress. The print processes metrics show what is happening at the sub-model 
level within the production backlog stock. This graph is useful to identify which process 
is the bottleneck that limits the output of the whole system.
Status Quo Scenario: Baseline
In order to improve, the current baseline needs to be determined. This level represents 
the scenario “status quo.” This is usually not the best strategy, but, surprisingly it is not 
the worst scenario, either. The spreadsheet (shown in Table 2) is used to input and to 
calculate the data of an imaginary print shop that serves as an example for the policy 
design and evaluation phase. The same calculations and input need to be completed 
when simulating any print shop in particular. The data captured in the spreadsheet is 
then used as the input data for the model within the control panel. The order column is 
a set of random numbers used for selecting the orders for the statistical sampling.
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Table 2. Statistical sampling spreadsheet
After loading the data into the model from the spreadsheet, the model is executed for 
the 48 months of the simulation. The results of the status quo scenario or baseline are 
presented in Figure 29. 
STATISTICAL INFORMATION
ORDER SAMPLING
MONTH STATISTICS
Sample Order Plates M Sheets Finishing  Complexity
1 205 5 20.0 High Average Orders 180
2 639 2 5.0 Low Market Turn Time 0.40
3 581 8 2.0 Medium Prepress Rate 1000
4 287 3 21.0 High Performance 0.70 Press M
etrics
5 358 5 91.0 Medium Availability 0.70
6 457 6 23.0 Medium Overproduction 0.10
7 143 12 2.0 Low Scrap Rate 0.05
8 162 11 1.0 High Capacity 6000
9 655 6 3.0 Medium Postpress Rate 3000
10 153 7 5.0 Medium
11 141 3 8.0 Medium
12 412 3 43.0 Medium
13 238 1 7.0 Low
14 539 6 1.0 High
15 112 4 27.0 High
16 949 5 18.0 Medium
17 134 3 21.0 Medium
18 881 5 4.0 Medium
19 080 5 9.0 High
20 250 5 11.0 High
21 072 4 3.0 High
22 010 5 35.0 Low
23 958 3 1.0 Medium
24 983 4 44.0 High
25 032 4 3.0 High
26 739 4 6.0 Medium
27 021 2 1.0 Low
28 807 7 19.0 Low
29 694 8 11.0 High
30 297 5 6.0 Medium
Averages 5.0 15.0 1.0
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The throughput behavior is very stable during the whole simulation (around the level 
of 180 orders per month.) The on-time service metric ended the simulation at a level 
of 52%, which definitely needs improvement. Lastly, the average turn time is far from 
stable, fluctuating from low levels of 0.04 months (1 day) to 0.83 months (21 days). 
Usually, customers and the sales team ask for a standard and fixed turn time. The 
dynamics of the print shop in this scenario show that this is not the case, as the turn 
time fluctuates according to the variations of the production backlog. 
Figure 30 represents the order metrics. The incoming orders fluctuate consistently with 
the fluctuation of the turn time and on-time service metrics. This indicates that poor 
service performance directly affects incoming orders. When the service levels improve, 
Figure 29. Status quo scenario - performance metrics
Figure 30. Status quo scenario - order metrics
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the order level also improves. However, the lack of flexible capacity means that the shop 
cannot respond fast enough to the higher number of orders, causing the service level 
to drop again. The shipments fluctuate less, due to reaching a maximum level at 256 
orders. This is controlled by the production backlog, which acts as a buffer.
Figure 31 shows the behavior of the stocks related to prepress, press, and postpress 
processes. In this case, the press process represents the bottleneck, since higher amounts 
of orders accumulate and wait in line for the press process. The press process has a simi-
lar behavior to the prepress process, but lags behind it by two months.
Figure 31. Status quo scenario - print processes metrics
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Aggressive Sales Scenario
The status quo scenario sets the current situation: a throughput of 180 orders per 
month, poor on-time service level at 52%, and a large fluctuation of turn time between 1 
day and 21 days. The current performance is not good, and customers definitely expect 
better service. An alternative solution seems to be to sell much more by executing an 
aggressive sales strategy. The strategy consists of selling as much as possible by aligning 
the sales force to the aggressive mood (in the model, the sales aggressiveness switch was 
turned to “on”). This brings in 10% more orders after a two-month delay. This aggres-
sive strategy is accompanied by a 15% price discount and an offering of a shorter target 
turn time—0.2 months (5 days) instead of the standard 0.4 months (10 days). Figure 32 
shows the results achieved after running the model for 48 months.
Throughput had a good start, increasing to 228 orders per month . However, the capac-
ity of the plant was not able to handle the increased order volume. On-time ship-
ments collapsed to 7%, average turn time grew to an uncontrollable maximum level of 
4.86 months, and throughput decreased continually to end the simulation at only 95 
orders per month. The poor results during this scenario show what is likely to happen 
if an aggressive sales strategy is not followed with the proper execution of orders due 
to capacity constraints. The lower throughput than the status quo scenario shows how 
exceeding capacity has a considerable negative effect on service levels, causing sales to 
drop significantly.
Figure 32. Aggressive sales scenario - performance metrics
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Figure 33 shows how the orders start increasing at the third month due to the aggressive 
sales strategy. The shipments are not able to keep pace with the orders, and the produc-
tion backlog drastically increases, affecting the performance metrics of on-time ship-
ment and average turn time. After Month 7, the orders collapse, and the production 
backlog diminishes slowly at the stabilized shipping rate of 73 orders per month.
As shown in Figure 34, all the print processes drastically increase, due to the higher 
order volume, then collapse as the orders stop coming in. Finally, they stabilize for the 
rest of the simulation. The aggressive sales scenario was not successful, and its perfor-
mance was worse than the performance of the status quo scenario. Ergo, an aggres-
Figure 34. Aggressive sales scenario - print processes metrics
Figure 33. Aggressive sales scenario - order metrics
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sive sales strategy should be executed only after the operations are prepared and ready 
in advance of larger order volumes. If this is not achieved, service levels will suffer so 
much that the end result is a significant drop in orders from which it is very difficult to 
recover.
Press Productivity Improvement Scenario
This scenario is widespread in the printing industry. It is common to work hard on 
the productivity of specific equipment—usually a printing press. The logic behind this 
scenario is that, by increasing the output of the press, the whole output of the print shop 
will increase. Focusing specifically on the print process also serves to filter the prob-
lems of other areas and work on what is called the “circle of influence:” if you can only 
impact the press process, then focus on that specific process. For this scenario, we use 
the assumption that a continuous improvement project focused on the press process has 
been executed properly. The first improvement is on press speed, increasing the perfor-
mance level of the press from 70% to 90%. This means that the press now runs at 90% 
of the maximum design output indicated by the press manufacturer. Second, the setup 
time and downtime has been decreased, bringing the availability of the press to 80% 
from 70%. This means that the press is running and producing good product for 80% 
of planned production time. Lastly, the scrap rate has been decreased from 5% to 3%. 
These results imply very good improvements that should result in an increased output. 
The model was run for 48 months under this scenario with the following results.
Figure 35 shows that, surprisingly, after the press improvements, the performance is 
very similar to the status quo scenario. The throughput stabilized at levels around 180 
orders per month, the on-time shipment did not improve, and the turn time continues 
to be volatile. Have the improvements been lost? The following graphs will provide addi-
tional information to understand what occurred.
Figure 35. Press productivity improvement scenario - performance metrics
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Figure 36 shows the order metrics. Their behavior is also very similar to the status quo 
scenario; the orders and the production backlog fluctuate as the shipment rate continu-
ally reaches a maximum output near 210 orders per month. The press improvements 
have not produced a significant impact on the production backlog and shipment behav-
ior. However, these metrics do not explain why the improvements were ineffective.
Figure 37 does show a difference between the status quo scenario and the press produc-
tivity improvement scenario. In the status quo scenario (shown in Figure 31), the 
constraint process is the press process. This process limits the total output of the system. 
However, after the press improvements, the output of the press process increased to such 
Figure 37. Press productivity improvement scenario - print processes metrics
Figure 36. Press productivity improvement scenario - order metrics
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a level that the constraint has moved from the press process to the postpress process 
(as shown in Figure 37.) As the constraint moves, the postpress process now limits the 
output of the system, and this is why the improvements were seemingly lost. Many times 
in print shops, projects that are too narrowly focused do not improve the financial situ-
ation of the company. This represents an effect similar to the one presented above: real 
productivity improvements need to have an impact upon the throughput of the whole 
system, and just on one specific process.
Shrinking Order Size Scenario
One of the most common trends in today’s printing industry is related to shrinking 
order sizes and the increased frequency of orders. It is regularly discussed how orders 
are much smaller than what they used to be, yet they are also more frequent. This is a 
result of two major factors: first, that very few companies wish to pay inventory hold-
ing costs when their printed inventory is likely to become obsolete very quickly; and 
second, that today’s information systems have enabled the print industry to produce 
product more quickly, reducing the benefits of having inventory even more. 
For this scenario, we will assume that the average order size decreases by half, pass-
ing from 15,000 sheets per order to 7,500 sheets per order. The frequency of incoming 
orders duplicates from 180 orders per month to 360 orders per month. Therefore, the 
total incoming volume in sheets per month stays the same, enabling a comparison with 
the status quo scenario. Another effect to consider is that, as the frequency of orders 
increases and their size decreases, the percentage of time spent in the setup of presses in 
comparison to run time is significantly higher. To capture this effect, the availability of 
the press process has been lowered from 70% to 50%. The model was run for 48 months 
under this scenario with the following results.
Figure 38. Shrinking order size scenario - performance metrics
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The overall performance under this scenario is very poor. The throughput collapses 
quickly, then stabilizes at a level of 130 orders per month. The on-time shipment is 
under 25% for the whole simulation. The average turn time escalates to 4.32 months, 
then declines slowly. It is clear that, without modifying any of the parameters, the 
company is not able to meet the needs of the new market condition, and its perfor-
mance is much worse than the status quo scenario.
Figure 39 shows the order metrics. The incoming orders start at a very high rate due to 
the new market reality with more frequent orders. However, shipments hit a maximum 
point of 226 orders, with a constantly increasing production backlog that affects both 
on-time shipments and average turn time. After the fifth month, orders collapse, and the 
system never recovers.
Figure 39. Shrinking order size scenario - order metrics
Figure 40. Shrinking order size scenario - print processes metrics
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Up until this point, there is no indication as to what is driving this poor performance. 
Again, the behavior of the sub-model within the production backlog has the answer. In 
this case, the higher frequency of orders has had a significant impact on the prepress 
process, which then becomes the constraint limiting the output of the whole system. 
This is shown in Figure 40. The prepress process is not able to handle the additional 
demand, and the whole system has suffered the consequences. A takeaway from this 
scenario is that, to better deal with the current trend of shrinking order sizes,  it is 
important to focus on the front end processes such as prepress, as this department now 
has to handle many small orders that take as much time to process as do large orders. 
Synergy Scenario
Most systems improve under synergistic and adaptive strategies that enable sustainable 
and long-term growth. It is important to achieve stability, then implement continuous 
improvements, and finally, grow at a pace where sustainable results can be obtained in 
order to break the oscillation pattern of the status quo scenario. The status quo scenario 
provides an idea as to the volatility of the current system. The first strategy implemented 
is to achieve stability by regulating the incoming orders. At the start of the simulation, 
the relative price is raised by 15%, and the target turn time is increased from 0.4 months 
(10 days) to 0.6 months (15 days). These changes provide a lower level of orders and 
lower customer service expectations. Figure 41 shows the results of the simulation after 
one year under the stability strategy: 91% on-time shipment, throughput of 225 orders 
per month, and average turn time stabilized at the level of 0.04 months (1 day). 
Meanwhile, it is assumed that a productivity improvement project has started during 
the first year. It provides a couple of improvements that have an impact on the system 
for the second year on, accounting for the time delays related to continuous improve-
ment projects. First, the setup time and downtime for the press process are decreased in 
Figure 41. Synergy scenario - performance metrics
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combination by 10%, which implies that the availability of the press process increases 
from 70% to 80%. Second, the scrap rate is improved to 3%. Due to the scrap rate 
reduction, the overproduction rate can be lowered to 5% for the rest of the simulation, 
adding some valuable press time. The strategy for the second year (after achieving stabil-
ity during the first year) is to maintain a good level of on-time shipments, due to the 
successful implementation of the productivity improvements. Figure 41 shows how the 
on-time shipment continues to improve up to a level of 95%. This brings more orders 
into the system for a throughput of 242 orders per month, all while maintaining the 
average turn time at a stable rate. 
After the system has been stabilized and the first round of improvements successfully 
implemented, growth is the next step. For the third year, the relative price decreases by 
5%, and the target turn time decreases to 0.4 months (10 days). The system continues to 
respond well, with higher throughput of 251 orders per month and on-time shipments 
of 97%. The fourth year has the company ready for more growth through some aggres-
sive price and service targets. The relative price drops an additional 5%, and the target 
turn time drops to 0.2 months (5 days). The system continues to improve, but starts 
showing a plateau that limits growth at the throughput level of 259 orders per month. 
The limits to growth indicate that an overly aggressive growth strategy can bring the 
system to a point of sudden collapse that requires significant time for recovery. The 
aggressive sales switch is also tested during Years 3 and 4 as part of the growth strategy, 
but the 10% step increase in orders is difficult to handle by the system even after the 
stability and productivity improvements were achieved in Years 1 and 2. If the aggressive 
sales switch is required, then this strategy must be executed after a significant increase 
in capacity of the print production processes, taking into account the time delays related 
to purchasing, installing, and learning to use new equipment.
Figure 42. Synergy scenario - order metrics
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Figure 42 shows the results of the order metrics under the synergy scenario. The 
production backlog is volatile at the start, but soon stabilizes at a level around 10 orders. 
Then, as orders grow, shipments grow together, therefore maintaining the production 
backlog under control. A stable production backlog provides excellent on-time service 
and average turn time performance, and is the key to a well-managed print company.
Lastly, Figure 43 shows the results of the print processes under the synergy scenario. 
Ideally, all processes should be aligned in order to maximize the throughput of the 
whole system. The productivity improvements related to the press process are able to 
increase the output to match the postpress process. The prepress process also works 
at the required output level, and the orders are processed under synchronized condi-
tions. Waste is reduced, as no work from the upstream processes is backlogged, and the 
flow achieved maximizes the throughput that the system may provide given its capacity 
constraints.
Under synergistic initiatives from such key areas as finance (relative price), sales 
(aggressive or sustainable), and operations (target turn time and productivity), great 
results are achieved for the whole system, even with fixed capital and labor resources. 
The overall throughput increases from 176 orders per month under the status quo 
scenario to 259 orders per month under the synergy scenario. This represents a 47% 
productivity increase for the whole system. 
This is just one example of an improved scenario against the status quo scenario. Model 
users may run multiple additional scenarios that, in many cases, may show better results 
than the synergy scenario. The dynamic model is hard to predict, and therefore users 
should learn by experimentation in a simulation such as this with the benefit of zero 
cost, as opposed to costly real life experiences.
Chapter Six – Results
Figure 43. Synergy scenario - print processes metrics
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A computer simulation model using system dynamics was successfully created. With 
proper statistics, any print shop can be simulated, and the current state of the company 
may be defined. By trial-and-error, the correct path for higher productivity is indicated 
and learned. The model proved to be simple, ample and flexible, and comprehensive. Its 
simplicity lies in the limited feedback structures, representing how the production back-
log affects the turn time of the orders processed and, at the same time, how customer 
satisfaction reinforces the system. By presenting the workflow through the main print 
processes (prepress, press, and postpress), the model shows sufficient amplitude and 
flexibility to adapt to any print company, no matter its size, specialization, or technology. 
The model also conceptualizes the whole system involved in a print shop. It comprehen-
sively captures variables related to areas like sales, finance, and operations.
Once a fully functional version of the model was available, five different scenarios were 
simulated in order to learn from different strategies, as compared with the current state. 
The first scenario, “status quo,” followed the strategy of no changes in order to set a base-
line for the other scenarios. The status quo scenario reflected an oscillating behavior 
as company performance varied related to the utilization of fixed capacity. The overall 
on-time shipments were poor, and the turn time fluctuated significantly throughout the 
four years of simulation.
The second scenario was referred to as “aggressive sales,” representing a fast-growth 
strategy and the philosophy of “sell as much as you can.” Lowering prices, setting the 
sales force in an aggressive mood, and offering short turn times created a very high 
order volume that was sustainable only in the short term. The system collapsed and was 
not able to recover to the levels of the status quo scenario.
The third scenario, “press productivity improvement,” focused solely on productiv-
ity improvements for the press process. High local improvements were achieved on 
the press process: performance (press speed) increased by 20%, availability (effective 
run time) increased by 10%, and the scrap rate was reduced by 2%. However, the over-
all impact of these improvements on the whole system was limited, as the constraint of 
the production system shifted from the press process to the postpress process. The final 
results were equivalent to the status quo scenario, indicating the apparent loss of the 
press productivity improvements.
The fourth scenario, “shrinking order size,” represents a common trend in today’s print-
ing industry. For the simulation, the average order size was cut by half, while the order 
frequency was doubled. In this case, the constraint shifted to the prepress process, 
which limited the output of the whole system. The results were poor, as the throughput 
under this scenario stabilized at a lower level than the status quo scenario. As the orders 
shrank in size and their frequency increased, the pressure moved upstream, where there 
is no difference in the processing time of an order, regardless of its run length.
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The fifth and last scenario, “synergy,” provided a productivity increase of 47% against 
the baseline set by the status quo scenario. This increase was reflected in the higher 
throughput of the whole system while keeping capital and labor resources constant. 
Therefore, the full benefits were only able to be achieved by the correct and timely 
execution of different policies. After the implementation of a strategy combining stabi-
lization in the first year, press process improvements in the second year, growth in the 
third year, and consolidation in the fourth year, the final on-time shipments increased 
to 97%, and average turn time stabilized. The key was the combination of decisions 
pertaining to finance (relative price), sales (aggressive or sustainable), and operations 
(target turn time and productivity), which took the oscillating and apparently uncon-
trollable system to a whole new level of productivity and service.
This model sets the ground for multiple possibilities of further studies. Case studies 
may be developed with real data from printing companies that are willing to share their 
statistics and who decide to implement the path indicated by the model. Another possi-
bility is to link several basic model structures together in order to simulate the dynamics 
of a print conglomerate that controls several printing plants. Scenarios such as central-
ized order processing and optimization among the multiple plants may be tested. Lastly, 
stochastic modeling may be achieved by running the key rates of the simulation (incom-
ing orders and process rates) as probability distributions, instead of fixed average rates. 
This would correlate better with real life situations, while unveiling tougher challenges 
for optimal performance.
Chapter Seven – Summary and Conclusions
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